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The resistance of polycrystalline medi:;~ is found as a function of the magnetic field in the case where 
closed electron trajectories on the Fermi surface are encountered much more frequently than open 
trajectories. The linear increase in the resistance (Kapitza's law) in the case of polycrystalline gold 
is explained. 

IT is known that the presence of open electron trajec
tories on the Fermi surface is responsible for the sharp 
anisotropy of the transverse resistance of many metals 
in strong magnetic fields. 1 > The theory of galvanomag
netic effects (see the review in co and the references 
therein) enables us to find the asymptotic behavior of 
the components of the conductivity tensor of a single 
crystal as functions of r /l if we know the nature of the 
electron trajectories (i.e. depending on whether they are 
closed within a unit cell of the reciprocal lattice, or 
closed within the limits of a few cells, or open). How
ever, the linear increase in the resistance of poly crys
talline specimens with increasing magnetic field, which 
was first discovered by Kapitza l 2 J and subsequently ob
served by Justi c33 and Chambersc4 J, has not been satis
factorily explained. HerringcsJ has investigated the 
various tensor characteristics of polycrystalline media 
but the method used by him demands that these param
eters should vary very little from one crystallite to 
another. If the conductivity tensor of a single-crystal 
specimen is sharply anisotropic, which is the case for 
metals in strong magnetic fields, then strong texture is 
necessary for the method to succeed. Assuming that 
only the Hall components of aik fluctuate, Herring der
ived a linear increase in the resistance but admitted 
himself that he exceeded the range of validity of his 
method. In fact, calculations based on the method em
ployed by Lifshitz and Peschanski1 c63 to find the elastic 
constants of polycrystalline media do not lead in this 
case to a linear relation between the resistance and the 
magnetic field. 2 > Moreover, the method employed in l 6 J 

is mathematically more rigorous and physically more 
easily interpreted. 

Lifshitz and Peschanskii'c73 obtained a linear increase 
for the resistance of a wire whose cross section con
tained a single crystallite. They assumed that the 
Fermi surface contained highly elongated trajectories 
(in particular, they considered the Fermi surface in the 
form of a corrugated cylinder). However, in the experi
ments of Chambersc41 all the linear dimensions of the 

!)Magnetic fields will be regarded as strong if the Larmor radius 
r = cpp/eH is much less than the mean free path/; however, if the 
field is too high the Landau level separation 1.1H will not be much smal
ler than the Fermi energy EF and energy quantization will have to be 
taken into account. 

2lif all the trajectories are closed the asymptotic behavior of ~ik 
is unaffected. 

specimens were much greater than the size of an indi
vidual crystallite and, therefore, the conclusions repor
ted inl73 do not apply to this case. The method of calcu
lation put forward in c73 cannot be generalized because 
the boundary conditions j 1 = 0 (no current through the 
lateral surface of each crystallite) which, in practice, 
allow us to complete the calculation do not apply in the 
general case of an infinite polycrystalline medium. 
ZimanlsJ obtained a linear increase in the resistance, 
assuming that the Fermi surface was a right cylinder. 
He did not introduce the effective conductivity tensor 
L:ik (see below) but simply took an average over the 
conductivity-tensor components of a single crystal with 
respect to the angles (with the reservation that this 
procedure can be justified by the final results). This 
can be done only for a thin plate whose cross section 
contains a single crystallite (but d » l} and one must 
then take an average not of each component of aik but 
of the scalar conductivityaiknink (ni = Ei/IE/). 3 > 

In this paper we shall consider the resistance of a 
polycrystalline medium which extends in all directions 
and is located in a strong magnetic field, assuming that 
the fraction of crystallites in which there are open elec
tron trajectories is small. We shall allow for the fact 
that the asymptotic behavior of the components of aik 
is different for open and closed trajectories. We shall 
introduce certain additional assumptions which are 
satisfied, for example, in the case of gold, and we shall 
obtain a linear increase in the resistance with magnetic 
field, which is in good agreement with existing experi
mental data. c3 ' 43 

We shall assume that the mean linear size d of a 
crystallite is much greater than the mean free path l, 
so that each crystallite has its own conductivity tensor 
and we can use the macroscopic equations with the con
ductivity tensor taken from the solution of the kinetic 
problem. Consider the effective conductivity tensor 

(1) 

where the potential q; satisfies the equation div j = 0: 

V,(a,. V1,<p) = 0, (2} 

and the mean field (Vhq;) is given. Equation (2} is a 
second-order elliptic differential equation with variable 
coefficients which are random functions of the coordin
ates. If we demand the invariance under rotations about 

3>The quantity Pikmimk = R, mi = fi/ lil was averaged in [ 7). 
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the Z axis, which will always be parallel to the magnetic 
field, we obtain 

( a1 a,o) 
I 1k = - a, a1 0 . 

0 0 Cl3 

In zero magnetic field the conductivity tensor will 
depend on the coordinates as follows: 

a,.(r) = (a"a.m) (r)a,m0 ; 

where Cl!ik(r) is a unitary rotation matrix which des
cribes the random orientation of the crystallographic 
axis of the crystallites and O"zm is the conductivity ten
sor of a given crystallite. 

The situation becomes more complicated when the 
magnetic field is not zero. It is known£7,sJ that the con
ductivity tensor of a single crystal when the electron 
trajectory on the Fermi surface is closed is of the form 

(aur• aur a1sr) 
Cl;k = Clo au r aur• a..r ' 

a3l r a •• r a •• 
a;k = - akl for t =I= k. 

In this expression ao = ne2l/PF is the conductivity of the 
metal in zero magnetic field, y = Ho/H, cpF/eHo = l, 
and all the ~k are of the order of unity. If the trajectory 
is open the symmetric part of a ik will contain, in addi
tion to 0"33, further terms which do not vanish for y - 0. 
Consequently, on the stereographic projection of the 
magnetic field there will be two types of region, corre
sponding to closed and open trajectories, respectively. 
Assuming that the crystallites are randomly oriented, 
we can introduce the concentrations of crystallites 
corresponding to these two types as ratios of the corre
sponding solid angles to 41T. 

Let us begin by considering the situation where the 
concentration of crystallites with open trajectories is 
much less than unity. For the sake of simplicity, we 
shall ignore effects which are longitudinal with respect 
to the magnetic field, i.e., all the a 3·" = a IJ. 3 = 0 when 
1J. and v = 1, 2. We shall also assume that crystallites 
belonging to a given type have the same .conductivity 
tensor because rotations within a given type do not af
fect the order of magnitude of the components of aik· 
This means that we are ignoring the weak anisotropy 
which is due to changes in the matrix aik when the crys
tallites are rotated, and take into account only the 
strong anisotropy which is connected with different 
powers of y in the conductivity tensors of the individual 
crystallites. This can be done because we are interested 
only in the dependence of resistance on the magnetic 
field. 

In view of the above assumptions we can write the 
conductivity tensor for crystallites belonging to the first 
type in the form 

( r• r o) 
aii:t=:5o -b r ~ . 

whereas for crystallites of the second type we have 

a\'k = a0 (- ~ ~ ~) • 
0 0 1 

(The conductivity tensor is of this form if, for example, 
the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field contains 
two orthogonal directions of the open trajectories.) 

The conductivity tensors af~ and ap~t have equal Hall 

components. This is introduced in order to simplify the 
analysis because equal antisymmetric parts of conduc
tivity tensors can be omitted during the intermediate 
calculations and then substituted into the final results 
(see Appendix). 

We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, that 
crystallites of the second type, whose concentration is 
low, are spherical in shape. Consider, to begin with, a 
single sphere in an infinite medium. Outside the sphere, 
Eq. (2) becomes 

(3) 

Inside the sphere, the potential cp satisfies the Laplace 
equation. The usual boundary conditions should be satis
fied on the surface of the sphere, i.e., the potential and 
the normal component of the current density must be 
continuous across the boundary. The field at infinity 
E':" must also be specified. It will become clear later 
ttlat it is sufficient for our purpose to know the field 
inside the sphere. Let us transform the coordinates so 
that 

z 
ZJ=y' Y1 =_!!__, 

y 
St=Z, 

and Eq. (3) takes the form of a Laplace equation, 
whereas the sphere of radius r 0 becomes the ellipsoid 
of revolution y 2 (x~ + y~) + z~ = r~ inside which the poten
tial satisfies the equation 

__!_ ( iP!p + iJ21jl) +~=0. 
y2 /Jz12 1Jy12 /Jz12 

It is shown inl101 that the field inside the ellipsoid 
(and hence inside the sphere) is uniform, and to find it 
we need not carry out a direct solution of Eq. (2) or (3). 
It is readily verified that Eq. (8.10) inl101 can be gener
alized to our case as follows: 

In this expression nim is the depolarization tensor of 
the ellipsoid whose principal values are determined only 
by the geometry of the ellipsoid, i.e. in our case, by the 
tensor a~t in the final analysis. In our case, these 
values are as follows:l 101 

1+~ 1 
n .. =--(e-arctge), n:=nuv=-2 (1-nzz), 

e• 

e=Y 12-1. 
v 

When y « 1 we have nzz = 1 - Y21T Jy I, Dzz = Dyy = %1r Jy J. 
To find ~ik we shall use the artificial device em

ployed inl101 • Consider the integral 
1 s . out lim- dV(J;-<1ih EA)· 

v ..... v 
This is equal to ~ik- ap~t){Ek). The integrand is non
zero only inside the inclusions and, therefore, the in
tegral is proportional to the concentration of these in
clusions. Substituting Eq. (4) into the integral, we obtain 

lim__!_ J dV(a~~EA1"- afA"1 EA1") 
v ..... v 

= k {(al:- a:A"1) [a:r' + nAm(a!::- a::.~')]-1 a~,." 1 } E,."". 

(5) 

It is readily shown (we shall not do this here) that if 
we take the difference between Ek and (Ek) into account 
we obtain corrections to ~ik·which are the second-order 
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in the concentration. Therefore 
~~• =a':'+ k { ... };•· 

H we perform the necessary operations and add the 
antisymmetric part we obtain 

(
r• + ~klrl 

~~k=ao -r 

0 

r o) 
r•+{kirl o · 

0 1 

(6) 

Suppose that k - k0 ;.o 0 as y - 0. H we also demand 
that jy = 0 we obtain 

Ex= 1=._(1 +_!_ko-1-). 
ao :rt lv I 

(7) 

It is clear that the second term in the parentheses in
creases linearly with the magnetic field. H we plot 
p(H)/p 0 as a function of H/H0 we obtain a straight line 
of slope 4k0/1r. Gai'dukov llll has given the stereographic 
projection of special directions for the Fermi surface 
of gold, using measured resistances for single-crystal 
specimens. The value of k0 calculated from this projec
tion is ""0.03. This agrees to within an order of magni
tude with experimental resultsl3 ' 41 for polycrystalline 
specimens. The linear increase in the resistance of 
polycrystalline gold specimens can thus be explained on 
the basis of the general properties of the conductivity 
tensor for single crystals and a minimal amount of in
formation about the Fermi surface (the Fermi surface 
need not be constructed and it is sufficient to know the 
area of the corresponding regions). 

Our method can be used even when the Fermi surface 
is in the form 9f a corrugated cylinder. In this case, 
k "" y [71 and a~~ must be taken in the form 

aft= (<Xu<Xkm) (8) C!;m, C!;m = C!o (- ~ ~2 ~), 
0 0 1 

where au(IJ) is the matrix representing rotation through 
the angle e about the Z axis, and at the end of the calcu
lation we must average with respect to e within the in
terval (0, 21T). The necessity for this procedure is also 
a consequence of the results given inl71 • 4 > We obtain 

(
(1 + 6)r' r o) 

~~k=Go -r (1+6)r' O; 6-1. 
0 0 1 

In contrast to a wire, a specimen which extends in all 
directions behaves as if all the electron trajectories 
were closed. 

We note in conclusion that the results reported by 
Stachowiaku2 ' 131 are in conflict with our own. In our 
view, this is connected with an incorrect averaging 
procedure. Stachowiak obtained by direct calculation a 
special case of Eq. (4)[121 _and identified in it Ej" with 
(Ei), ar~t with~ ik' and a~~ with the conductivity tensor 
at a given point in the polycrystalline specimen (and not 
just within the crystallites whose concentration was 
small, as in our case). He then obtained inu31 the self
consistent equation for ~ ik 

k (E;in)w.r.t. angles+ (1- k)(Efut>w.r.t. angles= (E;). 

-----
4>We note that this procedure is not connected with the fact that 

k - 'Y since for such rotations the direction of the magnetic field does 
not leave the open region. uj~ can be taken in this form with subse
quent averaging with respect to 0 right from the beginning, in which 
case the factor 4/7r in Eqs. ( 6) and (7) is replaced by another factor of 
the order of unity. 

The first of these assumptions is valid only for low 
concentrations of the inclusions, whereas the second 
and third are valid if the polycrystalline specimen is 
weakly inhomogeneous. In this way, Stachowiak obtained 
a number of results which were not correct. In particu
lar, in the case mentioned above, when only the Hall 
components o~ aik fluctuated and all the trajectories 
were closed, he found that R "" H and R "" H213 • In the 
case of a Fermi surface in the form of a corrugated 
cylinder, he found R"" H. Stachowiak tried to justify the 
assumptions we have mentioned but introduced a number 
of new errors as a result. 

APPENDIX 

Identical antisymmetric parts of the conductivity 
tensor in the inclusions and in the medium can be omit
ted from ~ ik during the derivation and then substituted 
directly into the final result. Let us prove this. Suppose 
aik is a symmetric tensor and 

V;(a~~<V•Q>t)=O, (<~;•V•qJt)=a1"fr (V,q>t). 

Let us add to aik the constant antisymmetric part Aik 
so that the electric field will also change. Equation (2) 
assumes the form 

V,[ (a,.+ A,.) V ,(q>, + q>,)] = 0 or V,(a,. V.qJ,) = 0, 

since the contraction of the symmetric tensor vivk with 
the antisymmetric Aik yields zero. Since (/)2 satisfies 
the same differential equation as q; 1o we have 

((a;,+ A;,) V,(qJt + qJ2)) = a/f!c (V,qJt) +A;, (V,cr1) 

+ a;:rr (V,qJ2) + A;• (V •<1>2) =( a:i.rc + A1,) (V • (qJt + <1>2) ). 

This is readily generalized to the case when aik (but not 
Aikl) is a discontinuous function of coordinates. 

The author is indebted to v. G. Peschanski1 for sug
gesting this problem and for his constant interest in this 
research. 
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